Established in the 1950s Ward Recycling has over 60 years experience and has long recognised the importance of waste management and its positive impact on the environment. We are proactive in our approach towards improving our sites and equipment so that we can continue to have an active role in environmental preservation and improvement.

Our specialist waste management systems operate across two sites ideally located in the heart of the country. Both our lifetime and Swadlincote sites are based in Derbyshire and offer a comprehensive range of recycling and waste management facilities and are maintained to the highest of standards.

**Ferrous Metal Recycling**
Ward Recycling are among the UK’s largest independent metal recyclers, processing in excess of 5000 tonnes per week. We have an extensive range of processing machinery, including high volume shredding, large scale shears and balers. As specialist by waste buyers of works arising materials, we buy all grades of ferrous and non ferrous metal. Ward Recycling offer the most competitive prices, excellent service, an extensive range of collection services.

**Waste Management**
Whatever your waste management requirements are, Ward Recycling can deliver the solutions to help you exceed your recycling targets and increase profitability. We specialise in waste management contract work across a broad spectrum of business and industry. Practical solutions that meet environmental legislation are paramount and we achieve this in the most cost effective way.

**Skip Hire**
We offer skip hire services for business and home use. All sizes of containers are available from midi skips and builders skips to larger skips that can be enclosed if required. Larger Roll on/off containers are also available from 20cuby to 40 cubic. Ward Recycling provide total business solutions for a variety of industries to suit all commercial applications and can advise you on any legal requirements regarding on-road sifting.

**Recycling**
Ward Recycling are among the UK’s largest independent recyclers and we can recycle almost any material from general waste to hazardous substances including Ferrous Metals. Non Ferrous Metals and general Waste - Redox. Using the latest technology and processes we pride ourselves on our recycling abilities and production.

**Vehicle Disposal**
Following the introduction of the European Union Vehicle De-Pollution directive on the 16th July 2004, vehicles offered for destruction must be handled in an environmentally sensitive manner. Ward Recycling are a registered Vehicle De-Pollution Centre and have developed a 10 step process for the correct disposal of your vehicles to ensure that you comply with your responsibility with both environmental and vehicle legislation.

**Recycled Raw Materials**
We produce over 30,000 tonnes of material each month and are a major supplier of raw materials to a wide variety of industries both in the UK and worldwide. Ferrous and non ferrous scrap is delivered to steelworks and foundries either in the UK or exported to countries such as China, Spain, Turkey and the USA. Recycled waste products are supplied to the construction, paper, wood and roadbuilding / landscaping sectors.

Should you have any of the above, please contact us 0845 337 5050

**Skip Hire Guide**

Skip Hire

**WHAT CAN GO IN THE SKIP**
- Industrial waste
- Builders waste
- Household waste
- Garden waste
- Packaging waste
- Hardcore/rubble
- Wood
- Metal
- Bricks
- Soil & Stone

**WHAT CANNOT GO IN THE SKIP**
- Food waste
- Full paint cans
- Gas canisters
- Aerosols
- Tyres
- Plasterboard

0845 337 0000
NEW ONLINE SERVICES

Ward Recycling have launched a new 24 hour online service for your convenience.

This will allow you to book your Delivery, Exchange or Collection online 24 hours a day.

Please visit www.wardrecycling.com for further information.

YOUR ORDER NUMBER AND POSTCODE ARE REQUIRED FOR SUBSEQUENT ORDERS

£5 OFF FUTURE ONLINE ORDERS
Just enter the following promotions code ...

online7547

WARD RECYCLING
www.wardrecycling.com

VOUCHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer.
2. No cash alternative / change given.
3. Offers are subject to change.
4. Only internet based orders will not be considered for this promotion.
5. This is a trade promotion and is available to UK based companies only.
6. This offer is not available to any member of Ward Recycling staff.